Family History:
Josué David Rabanales Chicajau is 9 years old. He is in the 3rd grade of primary school and attends the local community school. He is unable to use his father’s last name since the dad is now working very far away. It was the mother who registered the boy and so, as is the custom, Josué David can only use the maternal last names. Josué David has a younger brother and an older one. This family has few economic resources since the father works as a day laborer and earns a very low salary.

How You Are Helping:
With your help as a sponsor, infants through sixth grade will receive nutritional support for them and their family, complete medical and dental care, new clothes and shoes for school.

After sixth grade, the child will receive complete medical and dental care, school tuition, supplies, transportation and a complete set of new clothes and shoes each year. Thank you for caring!

Thank you for sponsoring a child with Partners In Development!